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Interactivity presents a world of
possibilities. Its price? Confusion,
distraction, disruption.
As an interface designer/developer,
I can lower this price, and equip
people with simple ways to access
complex functionality.
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I draw on a solid background in
computer science and engineering,
classical animation and interactive
product design to help people make
the most of their own knowledge,
skills and experience as they reach
toward their goals through digital
tools and media.
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User Research: observational
studies / interviews / surveys / diary
studies / task analysis / shadowing
/ rapid ethnography / mind mapping
/ focus groups / think aloud studies
/ time and motion studies / place
studies / lifestyle studies / design
probes / wear pattern examination

Ideation: brainstorming / role play /
sketching / scavenging / listing /
linguistic linking / complaint
collation / affinity diagrams / map
making /
Distillation: priority lists / decision
matrices / decision trees / user and
developer critiques / life raft game /
key perspectives /

Resources Research: literature
reviews / patent searches / trend
tracking / market research /
stockroom browsing / web
searches / catalog browsing / code,
material and part samples

Definition: problem statement /
personas and goals / scenarios

Interaction: choice of paradigm /
conceptual modeling / metaphor
selection / storyboarding / video
prototyping / key paths / flow
charting / information architecture /
navigation and transitions
Function: functional specification /
flow charting / mechanical
prototyping / bread-boarding /
circuit CAD / software development
/ firmware development

benchmark testing / functional
testing / expert review / lead user
review / peer review / language
consistency checks / narrative
coherence checks / formal proofs /
heuristic review / time and motion
studies / interviews / field and
laboratory studies / market watch /
retrospective review

Form: sketching / mockups / rapid
prototyping / CAD-CAM / vacuum
forming / injection molding /
machining
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The range of tools and techniques
I can bring to projects is extensive;
the framework ruggedly basic.
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Graphics & Animation

Mobile & Appliance

Software, Web & DVD

Experimental

Installation & Public Spaces

Projects Overview
Through work, school and play I’ve pursued a broad
range of design challenges for commercial, educational
and government interests. Some projects originated with
disciplined research, others began with a hunch and a
hack*. All have sharpened my understanding for how
technology can best be placed at people’s service.

* Phrasing from Verplank’s Spiral
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Recognition
Best Product Design 2007, EcoDesign
BusinessWeek
Best Inventions 2006, Transportation
Time Magazine
Best Car of the Year 2007
WIRED, Autopia
Breakthrough Award 2006
Popular Mechanics

Tesla Roadster Display
Ferrari-like acceleration, zero
emissions. The world’s first
production electric sports car invites
the automotive industry to dream in
new directions, and its on-board
touch-screen display helps drivers to
understand what is special about
driving an electric car.

External Collaborators:
E.J. Holowiki, Pixar - Sound FX Assistance
HydrantSF - Agency Partner

Roles: user research, information architecture,
graphical interface & interaction design, software
development, project management and technical
support
www.teslamotors.com
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Presto 2018 Redesign
Pixar’s Presto Animation System has grown in
complexity over time.

Roles: Interaction Design,
Presentation Design

Recognition for Presto:
• Sci-Tech Academy Award, 2018

Team: Sarah Shen, Rob Jensen,
Aaron Koressel, Guilherme Jacinto,
Krispin Leydon

The 2018 redesign was a once-a-decade
opportunity to clean house; clarifying the user
interface for artists across the studio.

www.pixar.com
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Angaza Activator
A billion people beyond the electrical
grid have money to burn. And burn it
they do – on kerosene, for light at night.

How to surmount the up front cost
barrier, and enable incremental
payment for clean, safe solar lighting?

Not only is kerosene smelly, smoky, dim
and dangerous, it is also far more
expensive that solar electric lighting over
the course of a year. Over a week,
however, kerosene remains king.

That’s where Angaza comes in;
partnering with lighting manufacturers
and distributors to enable pay-as-you-go
solar, at a price that beats kerosene.

My roles at Angaza?
1. Create the app that receives micropayments,
activates lights, and supports agents in the field;
in English or Swahili.
2. Tame complexity across a network of web,
mobile, SMS and embedded user interfaces.
https://www.angaza.com
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© Jeremy Spears

Pressure-Sensitive iPad Stylus

Roles: product design, embedded
systems development, mechanical
engineering, mobile app driver
development

Artistic expression on tablet devices such as the iPad has
been limited by lack of sensitivity to contact pressure.
To overcome this limitation for storyboard artists at
Walt Disney Animation Studios, I created the Studios’ first
pressure-sensitive stylus. In concert with the studio’s
proprietary drawing software, this stylus provides one of the
most fluid digital drawing experiences imaginable.

Team: Krispin Leydon, Brian Whited

www.disneyanimation.com
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charge spot addresses

customer service:
+45 702.702.16
customerservicedk@betterplace.com

Charge Spot Locator

Roles: graphical interaction design,
mobile/web app development

For the United Nation’s Convention on Climate Change,
Silicon Valley-based company Better Place needed a
way to guide citizens of Copenhagen to their newlyinstalled network of electric vehicle chargers.
The solution? A mobile web app, with map and
directional capabilities. The app I was commissioned to
design and implement was so well received that Better
Place used it as the center-piece for their Copenhagen
web site.
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Panel Array Performance Monitor
When Solar Analytic Solutions set out to provide operators of
large-scale solar plants with more sophisticated display and
control capabilities, a new kind of panel-monitoring network was
required.

Roles: Research, design & development
(software, hardware and firmware)

Leveraging prior experience with smart sensor networks, I
researched embedded platforms, vetted contract manufacturers,
and developed the company’s first prototype.
www.solaranalyticsolutions.com
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Breathe Easy

Roles: Interaction design, mobile app
development, mobile peripheral
research & development

While a cure for asthma remains elusive, the condition can
be managed. By keeping an asthma diary, patients can
maintain a medication record, identify attack “triggers”, and
communicate more effectively with doctors.
Breath Easy is a mobile, digital asthma diary designed to
facilitate reminding, recording, and communication - to aid
patients in becoming more active participants in their own
self-care.
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Engineers - Build
Operators - Drive
Technicians - Fix

Robot Configuration UI
When Walt Disney Imagineering approached the Disney
animation studio’s Interaction Design Team for help
designing a graphical user interface for configuring
theme park robots, we leapt at the chance.

Team: Brian Wherry, Richard Kanno,
Janet Berlin, Krispin Leydon, Matt Levine
WallE Character: Pixar Animation Studios
Robot: Walt Disney Imagineering

My role in this effort was to review early design
iterations, and to anticipate differences in how robot
designers, show operators and maintenance technicians
conceptualize the task of configuring a robot.
www.disneyanimation.com
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Before

After

Presto Toolbar Redux

Role: Interaction Design

Artists of all stripes use Pixar’s Presto Animation System
viewer toolbar, and over time it has become unruly.

Team: Sarah Shen, Jenna Huerta,
Krispin Leydon

Through careful attention to working contexts, and support for
customization, I was able to distill this toolbar down to
something more manageable.

www.pixar.com
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Zed Tiles Research Site

Roles: Web design, development &
maintenance

Zed Tiles is a research initiative in the field of self-organizing sensor
networks, conducted by the Interaction Design Center in collaboration with
the European Media Lab and the Responsive Environments Group at MIT,
under the auspices of the Higher Education Authority of Ireland.
To keep project partners informed and disseminate research findings,
I designed, developed and maintained the Zed Tiles Research site. This
site has since become a resource for other sensor network research
initiatives.

www.idc.ul.ie/ztiles/
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Truckers & Satellite Radio
Flush with the success of the world’s
most popular MP3 player, Synaptics
began to explore how people interact
with mobile media of all kinds.
To help Synaptics understand the
emerging medium of satellite radio,
I focused on the medium’s early
adopters: cross-country truckers.
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Through a series of interviews, place
studies and design probes conducted at
a truck stop in Gilroy, CA, I furnished
Synaptics with an understanding for the
way experienced listeners navigate
stations and genres, and discover new
things to listen to while on the road.
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Story Workflow
A 600-strong animation studio embodies
extensive organizational knowledge. Where
such knowledge is tacit – informal and
unspoken – streamlining collaborative
workflows can be extremely challenging.
To help Walt Disney Animation Studios develop
an explicit, shared understanding of how

Story and Editorial work together, I led a
series of participatory design exercises.

Roles: Storyboarding, mockups,
participatory design coordination

My favorite part? Pitching storyboards to the
department that invented storyboarding – in
order to frame discussion in the Story team’s
native language.

Team: Janet Berlin, Krispin Leydon,
the Story and Editorial Departments,
Technology’s ESP Team

www.disneyanimation.com
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GoodGuide
SMS
Server

TM

Consumer Barcode Links
What are you buying?
What are you buying into?
As the considerations people bring to
everyday purchases grow increasingly
sophisticated and varied, printed product
labels become less effective as a means
to assist consumer decision making.

Mobile devices hold great potential to
inform modern purchases, but directing
them towards product information can be
cumbersome and error-prone.
Laser barcode readers have offered
retailers point-and-click ease for years,
and can be leveraged to inform
consumers as well. In the system I have

implemented above, a modified key-chain
barcode scanner eases access to health
& sustainability information. Scanned
barcodes are read wirelessly by custom
mobile phone software and used to
access a remote database maintained by
GoodGuide*, a pioneering product
information service in the Bay Area.
* www.goodguide.com
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IxD @ Walt Disney Animation

Roles: Information architecture,
web design and development

As Walt Disney Animation Studios’ first interaction designer,
I had to define the role, and provide informational resources
for curious artists, software developers, managers, and a
growing interaction design (IxD) team.

Team: Janet Berlin, Krispin Leydon,
Richard Kanno, Brian Wherry,
Matt Levine

One of these resources was a web site, designed to
introduce different audiences to interaction design
principles, and over time, elevate studio-wide sensibilities
with regards to user-centered design and development.

www.disneyanimation.com
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Hair Control

Role: Interaction Design

In real life, gestures like a “hair tuck” are instinctual.
In animation, they can be surprisingly difficult to
achieve.

Team: Hayley Iben, Kris
Campbell, Krispin Leydon

To improve Pixar’s hair sculpting capabilities, we set
about adapting a technology developed by Walt Disney
Animation Studios called Quicksilver, and explored
extending its interactive control paradigm.

www.pixar.com
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Face Mecca
Imagine you are a jet-setting Muslim
businessman straddling cultural contexts.

“Face Mecca” is a mobile application
designed for the traveling Muslim.

Your holy book asks that you pray facing
the Kabba (above) in Mecca, but you are
in an unfamiliar airport, hotel room or
office building.

It leverages the location and compass
capabilities of mobile phones to provide
a modern solution to an ancient
challenge.

Role: Graphical interaction design

Which way do you turn?
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E.U. Future & Emerging
Technologies Program/
Disappearing Computer Initiative/
SHAPE Project/
Living Exhibition II:
Retracing the Past
IST-2000-26069
Partners:
University of Limerick (Ireland)
King’s College London (U.K.)
University of Nottingham (U.K.)
Royal Institute of Technology (Sweden)

Photos courtesy
SHAPE team

The Hunt Museum:
Irish Museum of the Year, 2003

“Every visitor, from grannies to small children, gets to be the expert.”

The Living Exhibition
Every museum collection has its
“ambiguous artifacts”: objects whose
origins and purpose remain a mystery.
Such objects invite us to wonder, inspire
our imaginations and remind us that
history is always open to interpretation.
When the Hunt Museum of Limerick
partnered with the Interaction Design
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Centre to explore what alternate
interactive paradigms might offer their
visitors, we focused on expanding the
natural role that ambiguous artifacts play
within a museum collection. This effort
culminated in the “Living Exhibition”: an
interactive installation that first invited
visitors to explore the properties and lore
of select artifacts, then empowered them

Projects

– Karlin Lillington, The Irish Times

to incorporate their own interpretations into
the exhibit for the benefit (and befuddlement!)
of future visitors.
Roles: storyboard development, technical
support and RFID antenna design

http://www.disappearing-computer.net/projects/SHAPE.html
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MIT Media Lab
USA, 2003
Invited Demo
European Media Lab
Ireland, 2003
Invited Demo
UbiComp 02
Sweden, 2002
Paper Presentation

Zed Tiles
How does a floor see the world?
Zed Tiles is about making a floor's
perspective accessible for the study and
appreciation of human movement. By
making weight visible, Zed Tiles opens
new opportunities for domains such as
animation, dance, security & sports
science.

Team:
Krispin Leydon
Bruce Richardson
Lisa McElligot
Michelle Dillon
Enrique Franco
Mikael Fernström
Joe Paradiso

Technically speaking, Zed-Tiles
demonstrates a self-organizing dense
sensor network. Each z-tile is a modular,
interlocking and pressure-sensitive floor
tile that communicates with neighboring
tiles electronically to create and maintain
a digital representation of a physical
floorspace.

Roles: project management, CAD
modeling, hardware development and
systems integration.

http://www.idc.ul.ie/ztiles/project_overview.html
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Sensed REM (Rapid Eye Movement)
REM
nonREM

Wake-up “Window”
1:00AM

2:00AM

3:00AM

4:00AM

5:00AM

6:00AM

7:00AM

8:00AM

9:00AM

10:00AM

Team:
Krispin Leydon
Samantha Feakins
Suneth Jawardene
Mike Brennan

REM-Monitoring Alarm Clock
Studies demonstrate that people
awakened from REM sleep – a sleep
state identifiable by rapid eye
movements – rise more refreshed and
alert than when awoken from non-REM
sleep. Could this result be harnessed to
ease the process of waking up on a
workday? Intrigued by the prospect of a
kinder and gentler alarm clock, my
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project team in Dartmouth’s Introduction
to Engineering course devised a clock
sensitive to users’ sleep states. At best,
its alarm sounded at moments favorable
to waking, at worst it functioned as a
standard alarm clock. Though the
prototype functioned, and was a
respectable technical achievement for
my team, it failed to satisfy basic user

Projects

requirements for physical and
psychological comfort. The clock's failure
in use woke me up to the world of
interface and interaction design.
Roles: hardware development, firmware
coding and wireless communications.
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TAEdge Site Builder
During the early ‘90s when the rise of
internet-based business had travel
agents pondering their collective future,
TAEdge bravely set out to support this
community. Its mission: intuit the needs
of mom and pop travel agencies
throughout the U.S, and develop tools
and services to support their work.

The TAEdge Site Builder is one result
of this initiative. This tool empowers
travel agents to make their own
offerings and expertise available
online, without the overhead and
hassle of web development and site
hosting.

Roles: usability analysis, interface
design and web development.

www.taedge.com
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45°54'16"N, 68°55'17"W
Sept 30 2013
Reached the summit of Mt. Katahdin today; northmost point on the Appalachian Trail. I'm done!!!
Feeling thankful for the kindness of strangers,
friends and family that have made this crazy 2,200
mile walk possible…

Krispin Leydon @quixo3
Reached the summit of Mt. Katahdin
today; north-most point on the
Appalachian Trail. I'm done!!!
pic.twitter.com/P9NmMNQj3q

Reached the summit of
Mt. Katahdin today;
north-most point on the
Appalachian Trail. I'm
done!!!

Appalachian Trail Journal
When you walk 2,185 miles from Georgia to
Maine, you see things you want to share.
To keep friends and family posted, I created a
system that allowed me to publish updates to
a web-based map, an email list and to Twitter,
all from a mobile phone – even when wireless
data networks were not available.

Map Site
SMS

Google Voice
Email

Email

Gmail

Script

Email
List
Twitter

www.krispinleydon.net/travel/at/map/map.html
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Krispin Leydon
4 minutes, 20 seconds

Test Flight

Official Selection, Auburn International Film Festival, Australia, 2001
Official Selection, PISAF Animation Festival, Puchon, Korea, 2001
Official Selection, Ann Arbor Film Festival, USA, 2001

In this short animated film, a student
finds and shares an unusual way to
deal with test anxiety.

www.krispinleydon.net/clips/test_flight.mov
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Wood Turning
The present moment holds beauty for
those who pause to observe it. Time and
time again, turning bowls from wood
returns me to this simple truth. As you
turn a vessel from a block of wood, you
must exercise ever-increasing care; the
more material you remove, the more
fragile the vessel becomes. Wood turning
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demands greatest attention to process
just as results come within reach. The
vessel to the right is inspired by Harold
Edgerton's efforts to capture and
illuminate the hidden world of the present
through high-speed photography. The lid
is varnished pine, the bowl an oil finished
cherry.
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Transformers© from Balsa Wood
My parents refused to buy Transformers©:
the marvelous shape-changing toys that
had captivated my second grade class.
Unwilling to accept a life without them, I
began to construct my own from balsa
wood, bent staples and parts scavenged
from the broken and returned bin at Uncle
Drew's Radio Shack. After replicating
Transformers© I knew of, I began to create

new models with their own transitioning
behaviors. I loved to envision how
transitions would work, and then to feel
them materialize between my fingers.
Soon I was selling the custom toys to
other kids at school – even trading them
for the “real” Transformers© that were
once so unattainable.

Though I'm a little older now and have
(mostly!) stopped playing with
Transformers©, the window these toys
opened for me onto the world of invention
remains open. I continue to be fascinated
by the transitions of complex systems
from one state to another, and how
people experience these transitions in
everyday life.
©
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Bio
I grew up on a farm between a Scandinavian design studio and an American machine shop, and have focused on intersections
of design, technology and the natural world ever since.
Professionally, I‘ve led Interaction Design at Walt Disney Animation, developed the UI for the world’s first production electric
sports car at Tesla, and helped Angaza enable affordable solar lighting for 500k+ households off the grid. Along the way, I’ve
interviewed truckers for Synaptics, and taught English in Venezuela. I studied Engineering and Animation at Dartmouth College,
and earned my Masters at the University of Limerick, through research collaborations with the European Media Lab and MIT.
When not taming technology for human use, I enjoy cooking with friends, daydreaming on train rides, and walking in the woods.
My last long walk led over two thousand miles through fourteen states; from Georgia to Maine along the Appalachian Trail.
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HONORS

Disney Inventor's Award, Disney Animation, 2012
Thayer C.A.B. Engineering Design Prize, Dartmouth College, 2001
International Baccalaureate, 1995
With Pixar – Recognition for the Presto Animation System:
Sci-Tech Academy Award, Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, 2018
With Tesla – Recognition for the Tesla Roadster:
Best Product EcoDesign, BusinessWeek, 2007
Best Car of the Year, WIRED Autopia, 2007
Best Inventions: Transportation, TIME, 2006
With the Interaction Design Centre:
O2 National Media Design Awards Nomination, 2003

ANIMATION

Official Selection, Ann Arbor Film Festival, Michigan, 2001
Official Selection, Auburn International Film Festival, Australia, 2001
Official Selection, PISAF Animation Festival, Puchon, Korea, 2001

ATHLETICS

Walked the 2,186-mile Appalachian Trail, 2013
5,485th place, Dublin City Marathon, 2003
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